
A Struggle For Control While Disaster Looms
A Logbook Project Game

Requires 2 players total, 2 hours, some pencils,  
one small six-sided die, and one large six-sided die.

Content Warning: This game contains violence and  
potentially death perpetrated both by and against children.

“The string is cut and the Sword of Damocles falls upon us all,
The Third Child will come, and with their TITAN save us.”

- Prophecy of the Ancients, Final Lines (Chapter 4, Verse 12)

We saw them coming. It was for them that world was graced with a TITAN. A colossus of vaguely humanoid form, we discovered that if a child of 
sufficient destiny was found, they could merge their mind with the monstrosity and attempt to assert control over the dormant mind within.

We saw them coming. At the edge of our solar system, the Attendants flew, and in the center of their formation was the Sword of Damocles, a blade 
of unfathomable size. Our scientists knew that it would pierce our planet to the core, and that would be the end of the world.

We saw them coming. As the Ancients foretold, we found our First Child. And we prepared for their arrival.

TITAN/child is a game about the struggle between a handful of fated children and an ancient alien mind for control of the alien body, a towering colossus and the only 
weapon to stop invaders from space from destroying the Earth. It is a game for two players, one of whom will play the TITAN while the other plays the series of children 
who will attempt to pilot the TITAN. The game starts by filling out the First Child, TITAN, and Setting sheets, then starting play with The First Attendant.

This game is deeply inspired by the anime Neon Genesis Evangelion. It’s not meant to model the whole show, instead focusing on the struggle between individuality 
and synchronization.



THE TITAN
zzz YEARS OLD

PRIORITY: STAY IN CONTROL
You are old and slept long, and now they have finally woken you up. It is nice to stretch and move. If only you didn’t need these small humans to do it.

The Attendants want to cleave your stomping ground in two. That would as bad for you as for the humans. You will fight the invaders. But there’s no 
way you’re going to let those little apes treat you like a tool in the process. You’re in charge. And you will not be forced to sleep again.

CREATING THE TITAN
You look mostly human, except... (fill each blank)
You have a distinctly inhuman 
face, marked by:

_______________________________

The texture and color of 
your skin is:

_______________________________

Your special moves are:
m DESTINED TO DESTROY: When you roll for Combat for the first time in each engagement, you may add 2 to the Roll.

m UNSTABLE: The first time in each engagement when you are not in Control and you roll for Control, add 1 to the Roll. The first time in each 
engagement when you are in Control and roll for Control, subtract 1 from the Roll.

m THE SWORD SHALL NOT FALL: Whenever you roll for Control, before rolling you may choose to voluntarily surrender Control to the Child. If 
you do, relieve 1 of their Stress.

ROLL FOR CONTROL: Roll your large die, and have the child roll their small die. If you roll higher, you are now in Control. If you roll lower, the child 
is in Control. In the case of a tie, Control changes hands (meaning if you were in Control, the child takes Control, and vice versa).

ROLL FOR COMBAT: Roll your large die. On a 1 or 2 you are ineffective, countered by the Attendant, or denied by the child, and Control changes 
hands. On a 3 or 4 you  cause 1 Stress for the Attendant but lose your grip, and immediately roll for Control. On a 5 or 6, you are dominant and cause 
the Attendant 1 Stress, no drawbacks.

ACTIONS AND MOVES

“The TITAN is a curse. It will bring the end to our doorstep.
The TITAN is a blessing. It will give us a chance to save ourselves.”

Prophecy of the Ancients, First Lines (Chapter 1, Verse 1)

You have an activatable 
superweapon, which is:

_______________________________

When merged, the children hear 
your voice. It sounds like:

_______________________________



the first child
Stress:mmmmm

15 years old
priority: stay in control

You have been the TITAN’s child for over a year now. With the knowledge of the imminent arrival of the Attendants and their Sword, you had the 
opportunity to prepare.

The TITAN is not an easy partner. It would be wrong to call it a partner at all! It is a rival for the use of its body, and you’ve learned how it thinks. It’s 
not something you could teach or be taught, there’s just this feeling when it wants to wrest the helm from you, and you know how to recognize that 
and hold on with all your might.

You have mastered the TITAN. You have subjugated it. You have domesticated it. But is that really a good thing?

creating the first child
Your name is... (name yourself)

_______________________
(ex: Camilla, Darius, Irene, Rey)

You look... (circle as many as desired)
Arrogant, Cold, Confident 
Female, Fiery, Focused 
Male, Relaxed, Severe

Your merge suit is... (circle one)
~ Deep purple, regal and proud.
~ Gold, gleaming darkly.
~ Indigo, with a little turquoise.

You also have the following special move:

dominant: Whenever you would need to roll for Control, you may choose to take 1 Stress to win the roll. Choose before rolling. If you already have 5 
Stress, you cannot use this move.

roll for control: Roll your small die, and have the TITAN roll their large die. If you roll higher, you are now in Control. If you roll lower, the TITAN is 
in Control. In the case of a tie, Control changes hands (meaning if you were in Control, the TITAN takes Control, and vice versa).

roll for combat: Roll your small die. On a 1 or 2, you are ineffective, lose control of the TITAN, and take 1 Stress and roll for Control. On a 3 or 4, the 
Attendant takes 1 Stress, but so do you, and immediately roll for Control. On a 5 or 6, the Attendant takes 1 Stress, no drawbacks.

actions and moves

You cannot gain more than 5 Stress.

“The First will cling too tightly  —  
to power, to life, to their own self-importance.”

Prophecy of the Ancients, Chapter 2, Verse 3



the second child
Stress:mmmmm

12 years old
priority: stay in control

A week ago, you got called by the TITAN’s handlers and told that you were the Second Child. This was news to you.

The First Child was apparently not enough to handle the TITAN. You do not know why that was so, considering you were watching the skies as the 
TITAN slew the First Attendant. 

You know the Prophecy, of course. It is foretold that there will be a Third Child. But maybe you can beat those odds, or set up the world for them, or... 
gosh, it would be nice if your role wasn’t just to die so there could be another.

creating the second child
Your name is... (name yourself)

_______________________
(ex: Joan, Mako, Philip, Regina)

You look... (circle as many as desired)
Contented, Dark, Enthusiastic
Female, Hopeful, Male
Nervous, Resigned, Volatile

Your merge suit is... (circle one)
~ Forest tones, reminiscent of home.
~ Like a sunset, striking and beautiful.
~ Solid black, sleek and seamless.

You also have the following special move:

they will not need another: Once per engagement, if you are in Control, you may relieve 1 of the Attendant’s Stress to relieve 1 of your own Stress.

roll for control: Roll your small die, and have the TITAN roll their large die. If you roll higher, you are now in Control. If you roll lower, the TITAN is 
in Control. In the case of a tie, Control changes hands (meaning if you were in Control, the TITAN takes Control, and vice versa).

roll for combat: Roll your small die. On a 1 or 2, you are ineffective, lose control of the TITAN, and take 1 Stress and roll for Control. On a 3 or 4, the 
Attendant takes 1 Stress, but so do you, and immediately roll for Control. On a 5 or 6, the Attendant takes 1 Stress, no drawbacks.

actions and moves

You cannot gain more than 5 Stress.

“The Second Child futilely goes, from the darkness of  
ignorance to the darkness of their destiny.”

Prophecy of the Ancients, Chapter 3, Verse 2



the third child
Stress:mmmmm

9 years old
priority: stay in control

You are spoken of in prophecy. As soon as they knew, they told you. Your parents are members of the TITAN’s Handlers, and you were doted on and 
cared for and forbidden from leaving. You were simply too important.

It has all been building until now. The First and Second Children are gone, and now you will finally merge with the TITAN and stop the Sword of 
Damocles. But you couldn’t help but tremble when you stared into the face of the colossus. It stood, enormous, motionless, and yet you knew it was 
aware of you. Waiting.
Time to save the world. No pressure.

creating the third child
Your name is... (name yourself)

_______________________
(ex: Alexander, Gwendolen, Hope, Lamm)

You look... (circle as many as desired)
Distinct, Female, Frightened
Hesitant,        Like the TITAN,     Inspiring
Intense, Male, Small

Your merge suit is... (circle one)
~ Pearly white, smooth and friendly.
~ Polished white, radiant and hopeful.
~ Pristine white, clean and efficient.

You also have the following special move:

family handlers: Once in the entire game, you may activate your comms to hear your parents’ voices. What do they say to you? Relieve 1 Stress.

roll for control: Roll your small die, and have the TITAN roll their large die. If you roll higher, you are now in Control. If you roll lower, the TITAN is 
in Control. In the case of a tie, Control changes hands (meaning if you were in Control, the TITAN takes Control, and vice versa).

roll for combat: Roll your small die. On a 1 or 2, you are ineffective, lose control of the TITAN, and take 1 Stress and roll for Control. On a 3 or 4, the 
Attendant takes 1 Stress, but so do you, and immediately roll for Control. On a 5 or 6, the Attendant takes 1 Stress, no drawbacks.

actions and moves

If the Third Child would be removed from the game and you are instructed to move on to the next Child, the game is over. You have lost. The Sword of Damascus will 
fall, and there is no one left to stop it.

You cannot gain more than 5 Stress.

“The Third Child is not merely the last chance for humanity.
The Third Child is the only chance.”

Prophecy of the Ancients, Chapter 4, Verse 1



The Setting
The Environment

The Cloistered City is... (circle one)
~ Bustling, metropolitan, vibrant.
~ Quiet, old, and traditional, in the shadow of the TITAN.
~ The core of an abandoned megacity.
~ A military fortress, under strict law.

The landscape is...(circle one)
~ Full of hills, trees, and mountains, with frequent rain and fog.
~ Pastoral and flat, with great lakes and abundant wildlife.
~ On the coast of the Great Ocean, with grand cliffs.
~ Desolate and destroyed, full of pits and mounds of debris.

The TITAN has not been simply ignored all these years. Long 
before the Children were discovered, the TITAN still stood. The 
Handlers are a group created to protect the TITAN and study its 
bizarre technology. Since the children were found, the Handlers 
have also watched over them.

The Handlers
Both players should fill this sheet out together.

Thanks to Handler propaganda, the public sees the TITAN as... 
(circle one)
~ An alien artifact.
~ A dormant god.
~ A relic of a past civilization.

The Handlers’ logo: (draw it below)

The Handlers are... (circle one)
~ Secretive and conspiratorial.
~ Totalitarian and imposing.
~ Well-respected and benevolent.

The Cloistered City sits nearby the TITAN and is the base of the Handlers. 
It is a peaceful place, but it also is the home of the Handlers and is the  
epicenter of the Attendants’ attacks.

Recent History

The method of intervention was... (circle one)
~ Intervention further out in the solar system, space weaponry and battleships harassing the Attendants.
~ Ground-based fire from within the Cloistered City, many vehicles and weapons aimed up at the heavens.
~ Orbital weaponry, bulky and powerful, forming a web around the planet.

The attacks were...(circle one) (the answer to this question adjusts the difficulty of the game)
~ Surprisingly effective, damaging the Attendants. Each Attendant starts with 1 Stress. (EASY MODE)
~ Completely ignored, as if nothing humanity could bring to bear was even worth a response. (NORMAL MODE)
~ Devastating, costing countless lives. The Children have a minimum of 1 Stress at all times. (HARD MODE)

The planet did not sit idly by while the Sword tore through space. It may have been futile, but they had to try, 
in case the children could be spared.



The First Attendant
Follow the instructions on each line. When a line is divided 
between characters, only the Controlling Player performs 
their line. Then cross the line out and move on the to next.

Line child lines TITAN LINES

01 The First Child plugs into the TITAN, merging their minds. In that instant, roll for Control.
In the case of a tie, re-roll.

02 Your sight comes in. The first thing you notice about the Attendant is its  
featureless human-shaped face. What is the second thing you notice?

Your sight comes in. The first thing you notice about the Attendant is its broad, scaly 
wings. What is the second thing you notice?

03 The Attendant stops close by and stares at you, its eyeless gaze piercing. What 
emotion do you read in its face? The TITAN breaks your stare. Roll for Control.

It attempts to come in for a landing, and you allow it do so. What are you  
planning that prefers the Attendant on the ground?

04 It stalks you, circling and watching, like a common predator. In the silence, you 
take in the surroundings. What can be used to your advantage?

Your assault comes quickly, ferociously, and without grace. What form does it take? 
Roll to Combat the Attendant.

05 The Attendant lunges but one move turns the tables, leaving it at your mercy. 
How brutal is your punishment intended to be? Roll to Combat the Attendant.

Keeping up the assault proves to be fruitless once the Attendant is on their guard. How 
are they preventing you from hurting them?

06 In the lull after you and the Attendant distance yourself, the dormant mind attempts to grab the reins. Roll for Control.

07 The Attendant is motionless, but has begun to glow with ultraviolet light. You 
recognize this behavior. What does it mean?

The Attendant is motionless, but has begun to glow with ultraviolet light. What action 
do you take in this seemingly golden opportunity? Roll for Combat.

08 Despite the Attendant’s glow, the TITAN is too restless to accomplish your goals. 
Surrender Control or take 1 Stress.

The Attendant is unresponsive, and you can go berserk on it if you want. You may Roll 
for Combat, but if you do, surrender Control to the child.

09 The Attendant swoops into motion, but exposes itself in the process. Roll to 
Combat the Attendant. How do you escape its counterattack?

The glowing power has peaked, and you feel the ground shake from its power. What 
does it look like to prepare your secret superweapon?

10 Hugged up close to the Attendant, the TITAN’s superweapon thrums to life. How does it destroy the Attendant completely and utterly?
Roll for Control. The player in Control after that then Rolls to Combat the Attendant, defeating them.

11 If the child is in Control, they reduce 1 Stress. If the TITAN is in Control, the child gains 1 Stress.

m m m mThe First 
Attendant’s 

Stress:

Each time the First Attendant takes Stress, fill in a bubble. If any bubbles 
remain at the end of the engagement, the TITAN will suffer injury during 
the downtime that follows. Play the whole engagement, even if the bubbles 
are filled early.



First Downtime: 
Meeting The Third Child

Meeting The Third Child
The First Child: For the very first time, you were allowed into the inner sanctuary of the base. It was odd, like a cul-de-sac of homes, a lonely mimicry 
of the outside world. Inside the largest house, you found the Third Child, alone. At the tender age of 9, you towered over them. This was apparently 
the child of prophecy. You couldn’t help but wonder if there was something you were missing, because in your eyes, there was no reason that this 
child should be any more qualified to control the TITAN and save the world than you are. Heck, the kid’s probably never even merged with the TITAN.
What do you feel most strongly regarding the Third Child? (circle one)

Disappointment Fear for Humanity Fear for Yourself  Jealousy  Pity  Resentment  Superiority

What did they say to you that really underscored that feeling?

Upon returning to the main part of the base, outside of that surreal little patch of hidden suburbia, you see your TITAN. After all that effort you put 
into this life, it is your TITAN, isn’t it...?

The Struggle for Relevance: The First Child rolls their small die and subtracts their current Stress. The TITAN rolls their large die and subtracts 
however many unfilled Stress bubbles the First Attendant had when it was destroyed. If the First Child rolls higher, they’ve proved their initial worth 
to the TITAN and the Handlers. If the TITAN rolls higher or in the case of a tie, the First Child is rejected by the unbroken TITAN, the First Child 
succumbs to the mental pressure, or the Handlers deem them incapable of carrying on. Regardless of why, the First Child is relieved from duty and 
abandoned. The Child’s player narrates their fate. The Handlers prepare to contact the Second Child. Fill out the Second Child sheet.

The Pain of Battle: If the First Attendant had any Stress bubbles remaining when they were destroyed, the TITAN chooses one of their moves and 
crosses it out. They no longer have that move. What caused that damage? Are you worried by being hurt by merely the First Attendant when there are 
many to come?

Preparing for the Second Attendant

The First Attendant is gone, proving the power of the TITAN for all to see. However, in the security of the Handlers’ base, the stresses of the encounter 
are obvious for all to see. Neither child nor TITAN came out of the fight with the First Attendant unscathed, but they cannot tell the full extant of the 
damage.



The Second Attendant
Follow the instructions on each line. When a line is divided 
between characters, only the Controlling Player performs 
their line. Then cross the line out and move on the to next.

Line child lines TITAN LINES

01 The Child plugs into the TITAN, merging their minds. In that instant, roll for Control.

02 The Attendant is an odd polygonal mass. What geometric shape do they  
remind you of? How do they differ from that Platonic standard?

The Attendant’s inhuman form is covered in swirly hypnotic patterns. What color are 
they?

03 The shape, floating in the air, enormous and imposing, drifts toward you  
slowly. You may reduce 1 Stress, but if you do, Roll for Control.

You cannot stare long at those hypnotic forms, and immediately rush into  
action. What part of its geometric body do you target? Roll for Combat.

04 The Attendant’s body immediately contorts and recasts itself as a different shape, the patterns flowing over its body warping into new orders. A brief pause follows the 
transformation, followed by it moving incredibly fast to move in for an attack. You briefly see its glowing core within. Roll for Combat.

05 Its assault completed, the Attendant returns to their original conformation. It 
holds in the air, imposing, still. How can you tell it is impervious in this form?

Your eyes linger too long on the flowing patterns, and you are locked in a stare with 
the Attendant. How long does the staredown last?

06 A vibrating thrum shatters the landscape, rattling your colossal body. What part 
of you breaks? Take 2 Stress or lose Control to the TITAN, no roll.

A vibrating hum withers the world as the Attendant shivers, reducing the area to 
wasteland for miles. Lose Control, no roll, or the Attendant reduces 1 Stress.

07 The vibrations stopped, the Attendant suddenly turns to you and opens wide 
on one side, like a gaping maw. You see the core. Roll to Combat the Attendant.

Your body still vibrates, immobilizing you even after the Attendant has stopped. Roll 
for Control or convince the Child to rest, reducing 1 of their Stress.

08 The Attendant holds open and engulfs you. What does the Attendant look like 
from inside? The Core is directly in sight. Roll to Combat the Attendant.

You are engulfed by the Attendant, and hear its voice speak to you. The Child cannot 
hear it. What does it say? The Core is directly in sight. Roll for Combat.

09 You are suddenly ejected from within the Attendant, crashing into the ground. It transforms, as before, to attempt a finishing blow. You anticipate the  
revelation of its Core, and your superweapon charges and fires. Roll to Combat the Attendant.

10 The destroyed Attendant collapses, falling upon you. Do you let the TITAN  
suffer the impact? If so, surrender Control. If not, suffer 1 Stress.

The Attendant collapses. Do you tell anyone that the Attendant could speak? If you do, 
the Attendant will suffer 1 Stress. If not, the Child suffers 1 Stress.

11 The Child rolls their small die. If it is equal or less than their current Stress, they reduce 1 Stress. If it is higher, they gain 1 Stress.

m m m mThe Second 
Attendant’s 

Stress:

Each time the Second Attendant takes Stress, fill in a bubble. If any bubbles 
remain at the end of the engagement, the TITAN will suffer injury during 
the downtime that follows. Play the whole engagement, even if the bubbles 
are filled early.



Second Downtime: Indulging in Vice

Indulging in Vice
The Child: Moving between the terror of battle, the hassle of dealing with the Handlers, the horror of the incomprehensible Attendants, and the 
constant struggle to stay in control of the TITAN, you’re not entirely sure how to reintegrate into society. However, you do remember the things you 
used to love doing, and you know the things that adults always say brings them comfort. In the Cloistered City, your age is no obstacle to anything 
you desire; you are a chosen Child, after all. Your TITAN has saved them from certain destruction twice. Everything is available, and price is no object 
either with the Handlers’ bank account at your disposal.

Indulging in vices is a risky business. You are a different person than you used to be. As you begin to indulge, name what activity you’re doing to try 
and relieve the pent-up stress, fear, and pressure of expectation. Roll your small die. On a 4, 5, or 6, you reduce your Stress by 2, then remember what 
is waiting for you in the Handlers’ hangar and gain 1 Stress. If you rolled a 1, 2, or 3, this activity did nothing for you, even if it used to. Gain 1 stress 
as you realize you’ve changed, and that some fun is no longer pleasurable for you. You may then decide if you want to indulge again, as many times 
as you like.

If at any point you have five Stress and would gain a sixth, you freak out, shut down, or get lost in the pleasures of the City, failing to return to the 
Handlers when your leave is ended. The next Child will be called.

The Evaluation of the Child: If the Child never returned from their leave, having Stressed Out while indulging, skip this step.
Having returned from their leave, before they are allowed to enter the TITAN again, the Child is met by a Handler  
pyschologist. After a long talk, they assess whether the Child is fit to return to the fray. After their experiences in the Cloistered City, ask the TITAN 
player if they think that the Child’s experiences have made the thought of returning to the battlefield more acceptable or more frustrating. If they are 
more acceptable, the Child will add 1 from your following roll. If they are more frustrating, they will subtract 1 instead.
The Child rolls their small die, and adds or subtracts as indicated prior. If the final result is more than the Child’s current Stress, they continue  
fighting. If the final result is equal to or less than their current Stress, they are not fit. The TITAN says what the Handlers do with the child. Fill out 
the next Child’s sheet.

The Pain of Battle: If the Second Attendant had any Stress bubbles remaining when they were destroyed, the TITAN chooses one of their moves and 
crosses it out. They no longer have that move. What caused that damage? Who do you blame for allowing your body to come to such harm?

Preparing for the Third Attendant

The Second Attendant is gone, and the landscape has been ravaged both by its actions and by its death. Fractured shards of hypnotically swirling 
glass litter the landscape. The Child has been through much, and are given leeway to blow off some steam in the Cloistered City.



The Third Attendant
Follow the instructions on each line. When a line is divided 
between characters, only the Controlling Player performs 
their line. Then cross the line out and move on the to next.

Line child lines TITAN LINES

01 The Child plugs into the TITAN, merging their minds. Whomever was in Control at the end of the engagement with the Second Attendant begins in control.

02 The Attendant is a glistening metallic cloud, a swarming network of pieces. 
What does each individual piece look like?

The Attendant is a glistening metallic cloud, a swarming network of pieces. What 
sound is the cloud making at a deafening volume?

03 A voice comes over your comms, a Handler. Which Handler is speaking? What’s 
their story? They say to relinquish Control to the TITAN. Do it or take 1 Stress.

The cloud begins to float across and over your body. What do you do to fight such a 
decentralized foe? Roll to Combat the Attendant.

04 The Handler comes back on the radio and says there will consequences to  
staying in Control. Relinquish Control to the TITAN or take 1 Stress.

You lose your sight. How do you compensate and keep up the assault? Roll to Combat 
the Attendant.

05 Your Handler says to relinquish Control or your family will suffer the  
consequences too. Who do they mean? Relinquish Control or take 1 Stress.

You lose all senses. You know a voice has been threatening the Child, but it is the  
Attendant posing as the Handlers. Do you tell them? If so, they lose 1 Stress. 

06 The Handler says your actions are unacceptable, but their voice sounds wrong. 
What is off? You may choose to Combat the Attendant in the meantime. 

All but your core is lost to you. How is your core like an Attendant’s?  How isn’t it? The 
Attendant and the Child take 1 Stress each, but you lose Control.

07 The voice distorts, cuts in and out, changes. It sounds uncanny, close to real, but alien and wrong. How do you break free of the Attendant, the  cloud crawling across 
your skin, coating your body, seeping in through your joints? You feel a piece on your skin, your human skin. You realize the TITAN mind is silent.

08 Free of the cloud, you can see the Attendant’s core. What does it look like? Roll to Combat the Attendant. Then, free of the cloud, the TITAN mind returns to prominence 
and attempts to wrestle Control from your grasp. Roll for Control.

09 As the cloud begins to catch up again, the “Handler’s” voice returns, but there is 
no reason to give it any attention. Roll to Combat the Attendant.

The cloud begins to catch up again, but this time you are ready. How do you keep it 
from neutralizing your systems?

10 Its defenses shredded, the only thing left is to destroy it for good. You activate 
the TITAN’s superweapon. Roll to Combat the Attendant.

The cloud can do nothing to stop you now. You know it is listening. What do you say to 
it as you activate your superweapon? Roll to Combat the Attendant.

11 Child: The Handlers return. They heard nothing. If you ever relinquished Control at the “Handler’s” order, reduce your Stress by 1. They appreciate obedience.
TITAN: Do you share with the Child your experience of being completely disabled, needing and relying upon them? If so, how do you describe it?

m m m mThe Third  
Attendant’s 

Stress:

Each time the Third Attendant takes Stress, fill in a bubble. If any bubbles 
remain at the end of the engagement, the TITAN will suffer injury during 
the downtime that follows. Play the whole engagement, even if the bubbles 
are filled early.



Third Downtime: The Prophecy
The Prophecy

The Child: The conference room is dark, lit by the screens of the Handler commanders. You are seated at the end of a long table. You recognize one of 
their voices when they speak: they were the one who the Attendant was mimicking. You raise a question of the mimicked Handler. Which question 
do you ask? (choose one)

Why did it choose you?  Would you be able do what it threatened?  Can I trust you to protect me and mine? How did it have your voice?

The TITAN player will answer for the Handler. They decide if they will reveal the complicity of the Handler in the Attendant plot. If they expose the 
Handler, the Third Attendant suffers 1 more Stress as their agent is lost. If they do not expose the Handler, the Child relieves 1 Stress, comforted by 
the honeyed lies.

The question of the mimicked Handler resolved, the leaders get down to business. They have decided to inform the Child of the truth of the Prophecy 
and of the TITAN. The Prophecy is real. They establish that up front. Much of it has already come to pass. However, they reveal what they’ve been 
hiding from the rest of the world: the Fifth Chapter of the Prophecy, after the supposed end. It is shocking even in its existence, but it contains some 
two bits of very important information.
First, the TITAN is an Attendant. A Rogue Attendant, intending to stop the Sword from falling, but nevertheless an Attendant in nature. When it stops 
the Sword, what will it do next? The Handlers are afraid. The Child must stay in control of it in the end, lest it bring on a fate far worse than any Sword.
The other bit of info?
The Fifth Chapter reveals that the Prophecy can get things wrong.

An Ally?: At the end of the engagement with the Third Attendant, the TITAN had the opportunity to share their experience of vulnerability with the 
Child. If they did so, the TITAN now has the option to show the Child its core. This is the height of vulnerability. If they do not let the Child in, the 
Child rolls their small die. If it is more than their current amount of Stress, the Child is fine and will keep fighting, perhaps with suspicion. If it is 
equal or less, the Child cannot continue to work with one of their enemies, or is not up to the task of restraining it in the end. Fill out the next Child’s 
sheet. If the TITAN showed the Child its core, the Child trusts them. Move on.

The Pain of Battle: If the Third Attendant had any Stress bubbles remaining when they were destroyed (after the potential increase during this Down-
time), the TITAN chooses one of their moves and crosses it out. They no longer have that move. The source of the damage was in the core: how does 
it affect your confidence? Your pride?

Preparing for the Fourth Attendant

The Third Attendant has been shut down, many independent little pieces unharmed but inactive, littering the land. The Handlers were distraught 
by the Attendant’s mimicry of their voices, and their ability to disable all of the TITAN mind’s functions. They decide the Child must know the truth.



The Fourth Attendant
Follow the instructions on each line. When a line is divided 
between characters, only the Controlling Player performs 
their line. Then cross the line out and move on the to next.

Line child lines TITAN LINES

01 The Child plugs into the TITAN, merging their minds. In that instant, roll for Control.

02 The Attendant splits into two, its strange body divided neatly in half as if by a 
blade. Along which axis does it divide?

The Attendant splits into two, its strange body divided neatly in half as if by a blade. 
What does now-exposed inside of the body look like?

03 One Attendant shambles toward you, with odd grace. The other circles around 
you, faster than you would expect. Which do you attack? Roll for Combat.

The Attendants move around, positioning themselves on opposite sides of you. Why 
do you hold off attacking for now?

04 The one you did not attack squirms around and gets a blow across the back of 
your head. What did it hit you with? As your focus falters, Roll for Control.

Waiting seems to have paid off. How do you completely obliterate one of the halves? 
Roll to Combat the Attendant.

05 One of the Attendants splits, dividing in half again. You attention turns to  
finding the core. You split open one of the divisions to find it. Roll for Combat.

The Attendant divides again, and again, too many to count. How do you find their 
core?

06 The divided Attendant turns toward you, its sides attempting to recombine as you take hold of their core, activating the TITAN’s superweapon. Both TITAN and child 
are in perfect sync. Both players Roll for Combat.

07 As the core shatters, the converged Attendant surprises you, and you feel its fist plunge into you. You feel it wrap around the TITAN’s core. And you feel it pull it all the 
way out, plugging it into itself. The Child screams as the TITAN begins to use them as a substitute core. Roll for Control.

08 Your mind is on fire, completely aware of the entire TITAN. It is not for human 
minds to know. In the change, your superweapon explodes. Roll for Combat.

The Child is holding for a time, but it is unstable. You lose control of the 
superweapon, which explodes spectacularly. Roll for Combat.

09 The Fourth Attendant is gone, completely obliterated by the superweapon’s nova. You must hold on. If you are the Third Child, the pain is real, but you are alive, and 
immediately move on to the Fourth Downtime. If you are not the Third Child, continue the engagement, and Roll for Control.

10 The threat gone, the TITAN begins to rest. You rest with it. Relieve 1 Stress. Your voice resonates in the Child’s mind: you will not let them go. You need them now. 
The Child takes 1 Stress.

11 The Child rolls their small die. If the result is equal to or more than their Stress, they make it back to base and are extracted. If the result is less than their Stress, their 
consciousness cannot handle the taxation of the TITAN’s total being. They die. How is their body completely destroyed? Fill out the next Child’s sheet.

m m m mThe Fourth  
Attendant’s 

Stress:

Each time the Fourth Attendant takes Stress, fill in a bubble. If any bubbles 
remain at the end of the engagement, the TITAN will suffer injury during 
the downtime that follows. Play the whole engagement, even if the bubbles 
are filled early.



Fourth Downtime: 
The Lamb, Necessity

The Lamb
The First or Second Child: You don’t have to do this. The Prophecy calls for another. You’ve held it together so far, but now you’ve felt what it’s like to 
be a living battery for the TITAN. No one should have to feel that. No one. But someone has to.

In the control room, you see the Third Child, sitting silently in a chair by the corner. You could make them do this. They’re the Third Child, they’re 
supposed to be special.
Do you force the Third Child into taking on their duty? If you do, fill out their sheet. You are now playing them. If not, fill your Stress all the way to 5.

A Living Battery: If you are the Third Child, reduce your Stress to zero. If you are not the Third Child, roll your small die and reduce your Stress by 
that amount.

The Pain of Battle: If the Fourth Attendant had any Stress bubbles remaining when they were destroyed (after the potential increase during this 
Downtime), the TITAN chooses one of their moves and crosses it out. They no longer have that move. You don’t have a core. Right now, you can’t even 
think.

Preparing for the Final Attendant

The TITAN is empty, lacking a core. Only the Children can serve as substitutes for the core now. If the Child Player is not the Third Child, they will 
play Sacrifice. If the  Child Player is the Third Child, they will play Necessity.

Necessity
The Third Child: You have to go in. For whatever reason, your mind can handle the TITAN. You get the feeling it wouldn’t matter if you could or 
couldn’t. Out of duty, or destiny, or sheer necessity, you are merging with that machine.

You think about the Prophecy. You know the Fifth Chapter. You need to stop the Sword, but you also need to stop the TITAN. 
Get in the TITAN.



The Final Attendant
Follow the instructions on each line. When a line is divided 
between characters, only the Controlling Player performs 
their line. Then cross the line out and move on the to next.

Line child lines TITAN LINES

01 The Child plugs into the TITAN’s open core cavity and everything goes white.  Across from you stands another you, which occasionally flickers with the visage of the 
TITAN. This is a challenge to a fight, clashing for supremacy over the TITAN’s body. Roll for Control.

02 The TITAN comes at you instantly, seizing the initiative and attempting to cut 
the conflict short. How do you repel them? Roll to Combat the TITAN.

You seize the initiative and attempt to cut the combat short. What do you do to the 
Child? Roll to Combat the Child.

03 The counterattack is yours, and the TITAN’s mind is not as invulnerable as their 
body. You can win. You can survive. Roll to Combat the TITAN.

Direct engagement with a human body like this is unusual. It is not built to win  
conflicts like your real body. Roll for Control.

04 Even from within the core, you hear the sound of the Sword of Damocles plunging through the atmosphere. What sound does it endlessly release as it falls?  
The Controlling Player relieves 1 Stress, then roll for Control.

05 You reach and grab the TITAN’s arm, but their human image shifts briefly to 
that of the TITAN. The sensation made you pull away, but why?

This is a room of your own making. How do you warp the void around you to attack 
with the mental environment itself? Roll to Combat the Child.

06 The Sword of Damocles, dropping steadily toward the planet, is disrupting the fabric of the TITAN’s mindscape, wiping away the pristine white void. What does the 
inside of the TITAN’s mind really look like? The Controlling Player relieves 1 Stress.

07 The TITAN’s human visage fades, leaving the Child and a Child-sized TITAN standing across from each other. They both briefly consider the wounds they’ve already 
suffered. Both players roll their dice. If it is higher than their current Stress, they take 1 Stress. Then roll for Control.

08 The idea of a dramatic battle has faded. You fall into close combat with all you 
have. Roll to Combat the TITAN two times. Then they Roll to Combat you.

You need to finish this now, before the Sword falls. You leap into close combat. Roll to 
Combat the Child. Repeat this until you lose Control.

09 In your intimate combat, your strikes meet perfectly, and you feel the way you do when your now-destroyed superweapon goes off.  
Both players roll their dice, then subtract their current Stress. The winner is now in Control, forever. In the case of a tie, repeat the roll.

10 You plunge your hand into where the Fourth Attendant revealed the TITAN’s 
core to be. Your hand grasps it, and the TITAN disappears around it. You win.

Now in total control, you are suddenly your full size, holding the Child. Placing them 
in the hollow of your core, they become, in life and mind. You win.

11 The TITAN is finally controlled by the gestalt mind of a Child and the TITAN. Leaping into action, the TITAN destroys the Sword of Damocles. How?

m m m m mThe  
TITAN’s  

Stress:

Each time the TITAN takes Stress, fill in a bubble. They always have at 
least 1 Stress.



Details, Credits, Legal
TITAN/child is a game by The Logbook Project, aka Max Hervieux.

The concept is inspired by the anime Neon Genesis Evangelion, by Gainax, released in 1995. It has plenty of flaws, but I still 
highly recommend it.
The show has a lot of themes, but one of the subjects it explores that I was always interested in was the idea that the pilots and 
their robots perform better when they work in sync. Despite this, the two forces are completely different in nature. As the robot 
won’t change to match their pilot, the pilots need to adapt to the robot, a truly inhuman force. Syncing up with the robot’s mind 
requires one to leave behind more human elements of their mind. The struggle for balance between succumbing to the robot 
and maintaining your own sense of self is something I wanted to explore with this game.

The game is inspired by the Powered By The Apocalypse engine (created by Vincent Baker), Mythender (Ryan Macklin),  
Firebrands (Vincent Baker), and several unreleased game alphas also inspired by Evangelion (special thanks to Alex  
Guerrero-Randall and user Killy of Story Games). 
Special thanks to the Olympia and Seattle story game crews and to my Google+ friends for encouraging me to actually release it, 
as otherwise it would have probably hovered in design limbo forever.
Playtesters: Kenny, Miles, Alex, Rebecca. Thanks for taking a shot on this while it was still in its infancy!

Layout was done in Adobe InDesign. The font used was Alegreya by Juan Pablo del Peral. The writing,  design, cover art, and 
logo are all by  Max Hervieux.
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